Response to Interactive Comment

by Anonymous Referee #1

The manuscript entitled “Evaluation of flushing time, groundwater discharge and associated fluxes in Daya Bay, China” presents the application of the different isotopes of radium for establishing an improved water budget of Daya bay in China. The authors calculated additional sources and sinks or radium based on several assumptions and partially new data to obtain a more complete overview of fluxes in the study area later applied for estimating the nutrient delivery to the bay. Daya Bay presents serious contamination issues connected with these processes and therefore it might be an interesting case study.

Many thanks for your recognition of our work and its significance.

General comments:
1. I have doubts about the novelty of this work since it has been published a similar article recently (Wang et al., 2018). As an example, the title of the work published and this one are very similar indicating almost exactly the same content. I detail these concerns below.

Response 1

The newly published paper by Wang et al. (2018) entitled “Submarine groundwater discharge as an important nutrient source influencing nutrient structure in coastal water of Daya Bay, China”, evaluated SGD and associated nutrient fluxes based on the $^{224}$Ra and nutrient data collected in December 2015 in Daya Bay. Our current study is titled “Evaluation of flushing time, groundwater discharge and associated fluxes in Daya Bay, China”. To distinguish the content of this research from that of Wang et al. (2018), in the future revision we will change the original title into “Improvement of evaluation of flushing time and submarine groundwater discharge: a case study in Daya Bay, China”. Correspondingly, we will emphasize the importance
of the improved flushing time model and adjust the structure of the current study based on the following three major sections: (1) Introduction, (2) Improved flushing time model and (3) Application in Daya Bay, China.

In fact, there are significant differences between Wang et al. (2018) and the current study, which can be summarized as follows:

**First**, the sampling time for the two study is different. Field campaigns were conducted in the wet season (July 2015) for our study, but in the dry season (December 2015) for the previous study by Wang et al. (2018). The daily precipitation and riverine discharge in the wet season are approximately 5 and 2 times greater than those in the dry one, respectively (Table 1). Thus, the two studies reveal the variations in SGD and associated nutrient fluxes under two different hydrologic conditions.

**Table 1.** Daily precipitation, potential evaporation and riverine discharge of Daya Bay in the wet and dry seasons. Data are from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Daya Bay</th>
<th>Wet season</th>
<th>Dry season</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (mm/d)</td>
<td>10.33</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation (mm/d)</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverine discharge (m$^3$/d)</td>
<td>6.75×10$^5$</td>
<td>3.89×10$^5$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Secondly**, Wang et al. (2018) obtained an approximated flushing time using tidal prism model. The highlight in our research lies in the accurate estimation of flushing time by developing improved model which considers the effects of rivers, open sea water end-member, sedimentary input, atmospheric deposits and recirculated seawater (RSGD). Among the five factors, open sea water end-member, sedimentary input, and
RSGD have significant effects on the results of flushing time of Daya Bay, but they are often neglected in many previous research.

**Thirdly,** the method for estimating the SGD and associated nutrient fluxes reported by Wang et al. (2018) did not take into account the returned flux that RSGD takes away from seawater. Moreover, the SGD estimated by Wang et al. (2018) is based on a $^{224}\text{Ra}$ mass balance model, but the SGD in our paper is estimated by making full use of all the radium quartet ($^{223}\text{Ra}$, $^{224}\text{Ra}$, $^{226}\text{Ra}$ and $^{228}\text{Ra}$) data.

**Finally,** Wang et al. (2018) assessed the contributions of nutrients supported by different sources (SGD, benthic sediments, local rivers and atmospheric deposition) and showed that SGD is a key source of nutrients influencing nutrient structure in coastal waters. Our research, however, focused on the comparisons of primary production supported by various sources (see section 4.5). In addition, we also discussed the relationship between primary production supported by DIN inputs via SGD and harmful red tides, and confirmed the importance of the primary production attributed to SGD.

In short, there are essential differences between the two studies.

2. The abstract and introduction point towards two objectives: (1) a global objective referring to models neglecting the effect of rivers, open sea water end member, sedimentary input atmospheric deposit and recirculated seawater and (2) a local objective associated with the improvement of the water budget and the delivery of nutrients to Daya Bay.

Nevertheless, I think that the background information provided in both cases in not sufficient to show the relevance of the topics from a global perspective. If the manuscript pretends to show a progress in the application of the methodology, this should be described and presented in the introduction with references to previous studies applying these methods. The methodology applied is not something new and it would be needed to have a better introduction about what is the new contribution of this work. In principle, it seems that the method followed is just a replica of Zhang et al. (2017) in another bay. If the study is oriented to be a local improvement of the
water budget in the studied region, previous studies in the area should be clearly presented and a discussion about what can be improved on them. There are data already published in this work that therefore should be properly cited as for example the $^{224}$Ra distribution, salinity distribution or the nutrients information with very similar figures and graphs. New and previously published information should be clearly defined to evaluate the novel contribution of this work.

**Response 2**

Compared to previous apparent age model, our improved flushing time model takes into account the effects of five factors, i.e., radium inputs from rivers, sediments and atmospheric deposits, open sea water end-member and RSGD. Thus, the objectives of our study are to (1) develop an improved flushing time model which could be applied in Daya Bay and other coastal systems; and (2) to estimate the SGD of Daya Bay based on the flushing time by new model and the method reported by Zhang et al. (2017); and (3) to assess the primary production supported by DIN inputs from SGD and its influence on ecological environment in Daya Bay.

In general, the manuscript aims to show a progress in the application of the methodology. According to referee's comments, we will add more descriptions about the existing models in previous studies and the contribution of the current work in Introduction Section in the later revision:

“Moore (2000) and Moore et al. (2006) developed the apparent age model based on mass balance of radium quartet, which has been widely used to quantify the flushing time in many previous studies (e.g., Peterson et al., 2008; Ji et al., 2013; Tomasky-Holmes et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015; Luo and Jiao, 2016). However, the model assumed that groundwater is the major source, and neglected other sources such as riverine input, sedimentary input and atmospheric deposits. Moreover, it did not consider the effects of open sea water end-member and RSGD. Thus, the flushing time by apparent age model may be of considerable uncertainties, but the uncertainties induced by the above-mentioned five factors are seldom discussed. Here we develop an improved flushing time model which includes all
sources and sinks to enhance the accuracy of flushing time by coupling two radium mass balance models. The improved model could be applied in Daya Bay and other coastal systems elsewhere.”

In fact, Zhang et al. (2017) presented an improved method which considers the losses of tracers caused by RSGD to enhance accuracy in estimating SGD and they mainly discussed the influence of RSGD on the SGD for tracer-based models based on theoretical and data analyses. Our current research focuses on the accurate estimation of flushing time by developing improved flushing time model and mainly discusses the influence of various factors including RSGD on the flushing time.

It should be noted that all data used in this manuscript are never published in other journals. I am afraid that the referee just has a misunderstanding about the data used in Wang et al. (2018) and our research (see Response 1). In order to eliminate the misunderstanding, in the revised manuscript we will highlight the comparisons with previous study in this area (Wang et al. 2018) and the novel contribution of our current research (see Response 1).

3. The explanations about the return nutrient fluxes that RSGD takes away from the sea and the overestimation of the nutrients via SGD should be better explained. A simple mention to previous published papers is not enough to understand the problem that requires to be solved. The authors should document better what are the reasons and processes that lead to them to think in this way.

Response 3

Thanks for this suggestion. In the revision, we will add the following explanations about the return nutrient fluxes that RSGD takes away from the sea and the overestimation of the nutrients via SGD:
Driven by both terrestrial and marine forcing components, SGD comprises SFGD and RSGD. RSGD results from the intrusion of seawater that invades coastal aquifers and subsequently flows back into the ocean. Thus RSGD does not only deliver ‘new nutrients’ into the sea when it flows into the sea from the aquifer but also takes away ‘old nutrients’ from seawater system when it enters coastal aquifers. However, the concentrations of ‘new nutrients’ and ‘old nutrients’ are definitely different because of chemical and biological processes in the mixing zone. Although RSGD does not affect the water balances of the aquifers and surface water, it modifies significantly tracer and nutrient balances.

The most common method for quantifying nutrient fluxes via SGD is to multiply the SGD flux by their concentrations in groundwater. The approach did not take into account the return nutrient fluxes that RSGD takes away from the sea and therefore overestimated the nutrients via SGD. More details about the overestimation of nutrient fluxes via SGD are shown in Response 4.

4. Considering that nutrients samples vary 2 orders of magnitude (3-300 for NO3), how reliable can be considered the estimations based on “the mean concentrations of nutrients”? For example, if I eliminate sample GW2, the arithmetic mean would be around half and that would approximate the results to the previous estimates of Wang et al (2018). Is the objective of the manuscript to provide a much better estimate of this value and not a similar one?

Since one of the main objectives of the manuscript is to improve the knowledge about the water fluxes and nutrients fluxes in Daya Bay, a full comparison and discussion with previous estimates should be presented to have a more quantitative overview of the improvement acquired with this study. This would be also useful to evaluate the interest of this research as a case study and if enough novel content is presented to be published.

Response 4

Yes. If excluding the abnormally high value observed at GW2, the arithmetic mean of 33.8 µmol/L for groundwater NO3 would be around half of the original value (68.3
μmol/L) used in our paper and it is approximated by the highest value (31.43 μmol/L) obtained from Wang et al (2018). The objective is not to compare our result with that of Wang et al. (2018) because the two studies were conducted in different seasons and revealed the seasonal variations (see Response 1). As mentioned by referee, the NO₃ concentrations in groundwater are highly variable due to heterogeneity of coastal aquifers, with a high standard deviation of 102.17 μmol/L. If the first quartile or median of groundwater NO₃ data is used, the negative NO₃ flux via SGD would be derived. Therefore, determining an exact groundwater end-member concentration in this study would still be a difficult challenge. To obtain reasonable groundwater end-member values, the more groundwater samples will be collected for nutrient analyses in July 2018. In this revision, the range between \( \overline{N} - \sigma \) and \( \overline{N} + \sigma \) (\( \overline{N} \) is the mean concentration and \( \sigma \) is standard deviation of groundwater nutrients collected in July 2015 and July 2018) will be used to assess the uncertainty induced by groundwater nutrient end-members.

According to the suggestion of referee, a full comparison and discussion with previous estimates about the water fluxes and nutrients fluxes will be added in the revision:

1) About the water fluxes (SGD)

Zhang et al. (2017) developed a new model to assess the SGD of coastal waters. Compared with previous existing tracer-based models, the new model for SGD estimation considered the tracer losses carried by RSGD from seawater. The comparisons of the SGD by new model and existing model in JZB and previous studies were made in Zhang et al. (2017). Based on their theoretical analysis, neglecting the losses of tracers induced by RSGD would underestimate the SGD by a percentage approximately equaling the tracer activity ratio of nearshore seawater to groundwater \( (A_R) \). To eliminate the underestimation of SGD, the new model is applied in Daya Bay, China. The ranges between the first and third quartiles of \( A_R \) in Daya Bay are 0.06~0.19 for \(^{223}\)Ra, 0.05~0.17 for \(^{224}\)Ra, 0.29~0.61 for \(^{226}\)Ra, and 0.29~0.54
for $^{228}$Ra. Using the ratio of SFGD to SGD (4.3 %), one can find that the existing old model underestimated the SGD by 5.36~18.22 % for $^{223}$Ra model, 4.67~15.96 % for $^{224}$Ra model, 28.5~60.2 % for $^{226}$Ra model and 28.3~53.2 % for $^{228}$Ra model in Daya Bay. The larger the activity ratio of tracers $A_R$ is, the higher the underestimation of SGD is, which is in accordance with previous study (Zhang et al. 2017).

2) About the nutrient fluxes via SGD

In previous studies, the nutrient fluxes via SGD $F_{OSGD}$ are derived using the following equation:

$$F_{OSGD} = Q_{SGD} N_{gw}$$

In Daya Bay, the nutrient fluxes from SGD $F_{NSGD}$ are derived using the following equation:

$$F_{NSGD} = Q_{SGD} N_{gw} - Q_{RSGD} N_{ns}$$

where $N_{gw}$ and $N_{ns}$ are the nutrient concentrations in groundwater and nearshore seawater, respectively.

The new method (Eq. (2)) considers the return nutrient fluxes that RSGD takes away from seawater. In order to quantify such improvement, we define the relative error ($RE_N$) as

$$RE_N = \frac{F_{OSGD} - F_{NSGD}}{F_{NSGD}}$$

Substituting equations (1) and (2) into (3), yields

$$RE_N = \frac{(1 - R_F) N_R}{1 - (1 - R_F) N_R}$$

where $R_F$ is the ratio of SFGD to SGD; $N_R$ is the nutrient concentration of nearshore seawater to groundwater.

In Daya Bay, the mean $N_R$ is 0.57 for NO$_3$, 0.63 for DIN and 0.66 for DIP. With Eq. (4), one can find that the nutrient fluxes via SGD in previous estimates (Eq. (1)) are overestimated by 152 %, 168 % and 120 % for NO$_3$, DIN and DIP, respectively.
5. The differences in flushing time for the 7 cases presented are really small for the first 4 cases and it seems that it is only relevant for the connection with the sea and the RSGD, still along the text it is mentioned the impact of the rivers, sediments and atmospheric deposits as key elements for the Ra budget of the area. Seeing the results, this can sound inconsistent and especially since most of these calculations are based on generalizations/assumptions and not based on new collection of data (hence there is not new information other than the calculations).

Response 5

Indeed, the differences in flushing time are really small for the first 4 cases. The results from 7 cases show that the flushing time is strongly influenced by the open sea water end-member and RSGD in Daya Bay, while other factors (especially for rivers and atmospheric deposits) have minor effect on the flushing time estimation. We have the following explanations about the impact of the rivers, sediments and atmospheric deposits:

In general, radium input from atmospheric deposit is ignorable in most coastal environments due to low activities. Thus the atmospheric deposit indeed has minor effect on the result of flushing time for Daya Bay and many other coastal systems.

Sedimentary input is not ignorable for most radium quartet in an embayment except for $^{226}$Ra due to its low production rate in marine sediments and long half-life. In Daya Bay (the current study), one can see that neglecting the radium inputs from sediments would underestimate the flushing time by ~20 % with the ratio of radium quartet ($^{224}$Ra/$^{228}$Ra). Thus sedimentary input has an important effect on the result of flushing time.

Riverine input in Daya Bay contributes a quite small portion (<2%) and could be neglected. However, riverine input is not ignorable in many other coastal systems, especially for river-dominated areas such as Laizhou Bay, China. The Yellow River, as the sixth largest river in the world, is the largest that discharges into the Laizhou Bay. Wang et al. (2015) estimated a flushing time of 31.3~41.9 d in Laizhou Bay based on an apparent age model with respect to $^{223}$Ra and $^{226}$Ra which neglects the
effects of Yellow River and other rivers. If considering the riverine inputs of $^{223}$Ra and $^{226}$Ra, the flushing time of 23.6~29.6 d in Laizhou Bay will be derived. It can be seen that ignoring the riverine inputs of radium results in significant increases (32.6~41.6 %) in flushing time in Laizhou Bay.

It cannot be concluded that riverine input has minor effect on the flushing time estimation for any other coastal systems, but only for Daya Bay. Based the above discussion, significant errors may be produced for trace-derived flushing time if one do not consider the effects of rivers, sedimentary input, RSGD and the open seawater end-member. Therefore, in order to obtain accurate result of flushing time, we recommend the improved model to assess the flushing time of coastal waters.

The above discussion will be summarized in the later revision.

The referee suggests that our calculations are not based on new collection of data. In fact, only radium desorption from atmospheric deposit and riverine SPM is based on previous estimates. Moreover, the desorption flux contributes a quite small portion. We make sure that the radium and nutrient data for all seawater, groundwater and river water samples used in this paper indeed are new data and have never published in other journals.

6. Lines 181-188. The comparison between SFGD of different coastal systems using the discharge divided by the total area of the bay does not have a physical sense since the freshwater discharge is not taking place at distant locations from the shore. Also the climatic conditions (rain, evaporation) and the size of the catchment on land would be what would play a major role on these numbers, therefore I think that the matching of values is accidental and shouldn’t be used as a reference of the quality of the calculations.

**Response 6**

Yes, you are right. Indeed, SFGD of different coastal systems is controlled by various factors such as climatic conditions and the size of the catchment. The simple comparison of values does not have a physical sense. Thus, we will delete the section
References


